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Energy Park, Bhubaneswar is a rare blend of
down to earth technologies and stark
amusement. Conceptualized and designed by
OREDA, the park provides volumes of
information on application of renewable energy
technologies, energy conservation and energy
efficiency. Depictions through working
models, live demonstrations, interactive media
and
audio-visual
presentations
closely
communicate with the thought process of the
visitors and provide them a deep insight into
the scientific, economic and societal aspects of
energy.
The park was set up under Special Area
Demonstration Programme (SADP) of Ministry
of New & Renewable Energy (MNRE). MNRE
sanctioned setting up of State level Energy Park
at a total Share of Rs. 60,76,000/- in 2001-2002.
Though initially the park was supposed to be
located in Kalinga Nagar, un favorable
topography of the area compelled OREDA to
shift to a new
location at Khandagiri.
Bhubaneswar Development Authority (BDA)
provide 4 Acre of land on the south west side of
the existing Kharvel Park, Khandagiri.
However, due to encroachment by the adjacent
plots only 2.5 Acre was actually available for
setting up the park. With all these space
constraints the park was finally dedicated to the
public on 10.12.06 by Sri Naveen Pattanik,
Hon’ble Chief Minister of Orissa.. The park has
been divided into distinct activity zones namely
Urja, Oriana, Aditya, Mitra, Bhaskar and Ishban
which respectively represent the waste to
energy resource centre, Children’s corner,
indoor exhibit gallery, conference room,

interactive media centre and Office. Besides
there are several out door exhibits which are
either live demos or working models of different
renewable energy devices which depict their
working principles, applicability and a host of
other information. Each of the activity zones
and the exhibits have a great deal to offer to the
inquisitive visitors.
Many of the facilities are are available to
interested people on hire.
1. Conference room
 75 seated
 Air conditioned
 Audio visual facility
 2000/- & 3000/- for ½ & full day
2. Lawns
 Open air mini parties
 Shooting etc
 Minimum 2000/- for 4 hrs. &
thereafter 500/- per hrs.
3. Open area
 For cultural & social events
 Charges 10,000/- per day
For further details please contact Park counter.
Ph. 0674 2470419

